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11+ years of experience as a Senior analyst programmer in maintenance and 
development for small and enterprise-level applications using C++. oriented 
programming, data structures and algorithms designing database tables, stored 
procedures, functions and triggers in Oracle. 

EXPERIENCE

Sr. Analyst Programmer
Goldman Sachs - AUGUST 2015 – PRESENT

 Create and enhance core business components using c++/slang and 
reuse them in the new framework.

 Used design pattern to extend existing modules and create 
applications to work in distributed environment.

 Develop modules in slang/secdb (gs proprietary) for new functional 
enhancements.

 Learning pure programming language to develop API to fetch data 
from various data store.

 Provide support for the newly released modules or existing modules 
to identify the root cause and fix the same in quick turnaround time.

 Meeting with various stack holders of the business module to 
understand the requirement and propose/discuss a feasible solution.

 Extensive usage of c++, slang/secdb (GS proprietary python based), 
pure, Sybase, db2, aqua data studio, CVS, repo, deposits, secure 
funding, fed reporting.

Project Lead, Senior Analyst Programmer 
Princeton Financial System, StateStreet IT - JANUARY 2011 – JULY 
2015

 Develop core business objects using c++ for new assets classes to be
supported by pam.

 Write new algorithms and enhancements to implement business 
calculations in c++ for various asset types like fixed income, sec 
lending, swaps etc.

 Involved in making changes to generate various types of reports like 
holding, transaction, valuation, etc. Which is used by the portfolio 
manager to make strategic decisions.

 Develop new screens in WPF using MVVM design pattern in the 
existing framework.

 Create required model view classes, data contracts and data models 
to implement communication between GUI and WCF services.

 Design, architecture and develop windows based. Net application 
using pam SDK to extract holdings and transactional data from pam 
to enterprise data warehousing system for various client like AIG, 
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MetLife, BlackRock, etc.
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant

to your current role. In case if you dont need it you can delete it.

EDUCATION

 Bachelor Of Engineering in Computers - 2005(Sardar Patel College Of 
Engg., Mumbai University )

SKILLS

 C++, C#, VB6, VB.Net, PLSQL, Slang/SecDB (Python Based)  ASP, ASP.Net, HTML, VB
Script, Java Script, Web Services, WCF, XML, Oracle, MSSQL, Pervasive, Sybase, 
MySQL
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